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‘Attention to Details’ – An asset of most successful people  
The young entrepreneur was excited about the new business idea that 

dawned on him – with great potential to alter the industry landscape. He 
drew up the detailed plan, raised necessary funds, put in place the right kind of 
people and went ahead with the publicity blitzkrieg…

 Then came the time to deliver as per his promises. The choice: a merely 
satisfactory delivery or great delivery with attention to details.

The words of Charles R. Swindoll  corroborate this point well:
“The difference between something good and something great is attention 

to detail.”
In a business sense, attention to details essentially means focus that is 

directed on the multiple small tasks that make up a larger task.  
Attention to details is a quality seen in people who are rated as successful 

in their chosen field of activity. They could be CEOs or workers at shop floor.
The secretary to the CEO will have to be meticulous and apply attention to 

details when preparing the one page note for the boss to use during the crucial 
meeting.  At his end, there would be pages and pages of notes from which the 
brief note was prepared. In fact, these voluminous data have been dug out 
from the depths while searching for information on every aspect mentioned in 
the short note - attention to details in action!

It is an art and skill, when mastered, makes people stand-out among the 
peers as most effective leaders who deliver results. I saw a person opening a 
postal article very carefully without spoiling the envelope and keeping it safe, 
with equal importance  given to the papers inside. These envelopes having 
several postal seals with dates, and from and to addresses, often provide very 
valuable information helpful while handling the matter referred in the papers. 
Another example of attention to details!

All of us practice attention to details in our daily chores, but in varying 
degrees. Those who use this skill in whatever they do, spending more 

time and effort,  will emerge winners as they would have left no 
stones unturned in the process - time well spent! 

“Excellence is in the details. Give attention to the details and 
excellence will come.”

   - Perry Paxton
With deep appreciation for the ‘Attention to Details’ community,
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Nature Line

Cape Gooseberry
A Global Health Fruit

Cape gooseberry is a plant, with the same name for its fruit, indigenous to 
South America, but being cultivated in several countries of the world. The 
name might have come because it is cultivated in South Africa in the region of 
the Cape of Good Hope since the start of the 19th century. It is scientifically 
known as Physalis peruviana belonging to the family Solanaceae. It has numer-
ous other names like inca berry, aztec berry, golden berry, giant ground cherry, 
pok pok, poha, uvila, uchua, harankash, physalis minima, pygmy ground 
cherry, golden strawberry, pearly round yolkimabobs, etc. In India it is known 
as ras bhari. The name lantern berry also is common because it has an orange 
fruit inside calyx, a paper - like covering on the outside resembling Chinese lan-
tern. Under good conditions the plant may reach 6 ft. The purplish, spreading 
branches are covered with fine hairs. 

The cape gooseberry plant is closely related to the tomatillo, also a member 
of the genus Physalis. It is distantly related to a large number of edible plants, 
including tomato, eggplant, potato and other members of the nightshades.

Cape gooseberry fruit is a smooth berry resembling a miniature tomato, 
about 1–2 cm in diameter. The fruit turns from a pale green to an amber or 
gold color within the calyx as they ripen and gets a flavor of gooseberry or 
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a tart green grape. Like a tomato, it contains numerous small seeds. The 
fruit can be eaten raw or cooked. It has a slight sweet-sour taste.

After the flower petals fall the fruit continues to grow in the calyx until 
it forms a protective cover around the growing fruit. As the fruits ripen, 
they begin to drop to the ground, but will continue to mature. If the fruit 
is left inside the calyx husks, its shelf life at room temperature is about 
30–45 days, and may extend up to six months. 

Cape gooseberries can be eaten with cheese, and can be added to salads 
for attractive flavor. They are ideal for making snacks, pies, jellies, cheese 
cakes, chocolate fondants and jams. Also, because of the fruit’s decorative 
appearance, it is popular in restaurants as an exotic garnish for desserts. 
They can be dried and go with any dish as dried fruit. 
Nutrients

Cape gooseberries contain carbohydrates, fat and proteins. They are low 
in calories and contain modest levels of vitamins A and B-complex namely 
B1, B3, thiamine, niacin, and vitamin B21. The fruit also contains vitamin 
C in higher proportion than in orange or lemon. Minerals like calcium, 
phosphorus, potassium, zinc, iron and magnesium which are essential for a 
healthy body are also present at low levels. 

Cape gooseberries, dried or fresh, can be used to make a medicinal tea, that 
can help fight colds, flues and laryngitis, and lower blood sugar.

Extracts of cape gooseberries are found to kill gram negative and positive 
bacteria including E-coli, micrococcus luteus, staph, pseudomonas, enterococ-
cus, many strains of bacillus bacteria, and bordetella bacteria. 

A lot of research studies have been conducted on cape gooseberry. Some 
studies have provided evidence that its constituents, possibly polyphenols and 
carotenoids, may have anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties. The ri-
per the fruit, the higher is the concentration of beta carotene. Cape gooseber-
ries have more antioxidants than goji berries, broccoli, apples and pomegrana-
tes helping good eyesight, immune function, and healing DNA damage. 

The crude extract of the fruit-bearing plant has in vitro evidence for 
activity against lung cancer. It has also shown possible properties against 
diabetes and hypertension. Some with anolides isolated from the plant 
may have anticancer activity. Cape gooseberries are effective for skin can-
cer, killing bacteria like leishmaniasis and anaplasmosis. Their roots con-
tain solanoside glycosides and other agents which are powerful agents for 
malignant skin tumors and carcinomas, and the stems and leaf extracts are 
effective for treating melanoma and squamous cell carcinoma.
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Cape gooseberries are well known for their blood purifying activity. In 
India scientists have isolated physalolactone C from the leaves, a minor 
steroidal constituent that inhibits the growth of intra cellular microbes 
such as leishmaniasis and anaplasmosis. 

Cape gooseberries contain pectin, a soluble fiber that helps lower cholesterol 
level, sooth the GI tract and prevent constipation. They are high in anthoc-
yanins that fight against inflammation - pain, swelling and redness. These an-
ti-inflammatories may also fight against asthma. 

[CGS]
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Space Line

A fence does indeed symbolize a system of regulation. We have laws 
purporting to regulate almost everything on earth. Whether or not they 
are obeyed is another matter. “Space” – strictly, “Outer Space” – is officially 
defined to start from 100 km from the earth’s surface and extend to the far 
reaches of the universe.  “Air-Space” laws had come into existence from the 
early days of aviation. Similarly, Space Age gave rise to “Space Law”. 

Space Age dawned when the Soviet Union launched the first artifi-
cial satellite, Sputnik-1 on October 4, 1957. Many man-made objects had 
since been shot by Soviet Union and USA into earth orbits, and to the 
moon and planets. Human space flight also became common. The poten-
tial benefits of space were widely appreciated, and satellites were routinely 
launched for communication; meteorology, navigation, remote sensing 
and scientific research. There arose the need for establishing international 
agencies to regulate launch of satellites, and allocate orbits and radio fre-
quencies so as to prevent   interference to other systems. Pre-eminently, 
the moon became an attractive, immediate target, for it was recognized 
as a rich source of precious materials including Helium-3, an isotope of 
Helium. An ideal fuel for nuclear energy, Helium-3 is almost non-existent 
on the earth whereas the moon has a million tonnes of it. Nuclear fusion 

 “Good fences make good neighbors” 
– Robert Frost  

The Long Arm of  Law
Stretching Beyond The Earth ?



reaction using 1 kg of Helium-3 and 0.7 kg of Deuterium (an isotope 
of Hydrogen, also known as Heavy Hydrogen) can generate 170 million 
units (KWH) of electrical energy!

From the early days of Space Age, the intriguing question, “Who owns 
the moon?” engaged the minds of policy planners and scientists. Necessity 
for laws concerning space activities was strongly indicated. This led to the 
Outer Space Treaty of 1967 – two years before man landed on the moon. 
Incidentally, the discipline of “Space Law” has since developed into a thriv-
ing occupation!

Article I of the Treaty captures its essence given below:  
“The exploration and use of outer space, including the moon and celestial 

bodies, shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interests of all countries, 
irrespective of their degree of economic or scientific development, and shall be 
the province of all mankind.

Outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, shall be free for 
exploration and use by all States (parties to the Treaty) without discrimination 
of any kind, on a basis of equality and in accordance with interna-
tional law, and there shall be free access to all areas of celestial 
bodies

There shall be freedom of scientific investigation in outer space, includ-
ing the moon and other celestial bodies, and the States shall facilitate and 
encourage international co-operation in such investigation.”

Stripped of the tedious legalese, some of the other Articles of the Treaty 
paraphrase as follows:
• Space is not subject to national appropriation by claim of national sover-

eignty or occupation or  any other means (Article II)
• Exploration and use of space should be carried out in accordance with 

international law and the UN Charter, for maintaining international 
peace and security, and promoting international co-operation and un-
derstanding (Article III)

• It is prohibited to place in orbits around the earth or elsewhere in space 
any  nuclear weapons or  other  weapons of mass destruction or use 
space for military purposes  (Article IV)

• Astronauts are regarded as convoys of mankind in space, and should 
be given all necessary assistance in the event of accident, distress, or emer-
gency landing on another nation’s territory or on the high seas. Astronauts 
of different States  should also   assist one another in their activities in space 
(Article V)

• A State  launching  an object into space is internationally liable for 
damage to another State  by the object launched (Article VII)
The Outer Space Treaty of 1967 has been largely effective. It was fol-
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lowed in 1979 by another “Agreement Governing the Activities on the 
Moon and other Celestial Bodies”, better known as the Moon Treaty. 
This asserts that all space activities must conform to international law (no-
tably  the UN Charter), thus transferring the jurisdiction   to the interna-
tional community.

Generally, the Moon Treaty declares that the moon should be used for 
the benefit of all peoples of the international community, and international 
conflict should be prevented on account of the moon.
Particularly, the Treaty bans:
• Military use of celestial bodies, and their exploration and use  without 

the approval or benefit of other States under the Common Heritage 
of Mankind Principle

• Claiming sovereignty by any State over any territory of celestial bodies, 
or ownership of any extraterrestrial property by any organization or 
person, unless that organization is international and governmental. 

• Altering the environment of celestial bodies or their  accidental con-
tamination
Besides, the Treaty declares that all States have an equal right to 

conduct research on celestial bodies, and that any samples collected be 
available to all scientific communities for scientific purposes, and  that 
all resource extraction and allocation be made by an international 
regime.

Ironically, unlike the Outer Space Treaty of 1967, the Moon 
Treaty of 1979 has been a failure because none of its 14 signatories 
is a space faring nation, and, thus, has no tangible effect!

These two Treaties remain important milestones, nevertheless, in 
our path towards an effective framework of space law. Human coloni-
zation outside the earth and mining of resources on the moon, planets 
or asteroids will cease to be  mere speculations  within visible future.   
A lot of tricky legal hurdles lie ahead because the concept of “Common 

• In 1980, there materialized a Nevada (USA) entrepreneur by name Den-
nis Hope who called himself the “Interim President of the First Galactic 
Government” and also the “Head of Lunar Embassy Corporation”.  He put 
up for sale “Real Estate on the Moon” at the rate of $ 22/- plus tax for an 
one-acre plot. Incredibly, he managed to sell 2.5 million plots, thanks to 
the human gullibility!

• USA wishes to make the Apollo 11 landing site   a National History 
Landmark. The site was named “Tranquility Base” by Neil Armstrong on 
July 20, 1969. It is at the south-west corner of the Sea of Tranquility on 
the moon. But there are legal problems!
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[PR]

Heritage of Mankind” is a contentious issue! Though it sounds similar 
to “the Common Province of all Mankind” of the 1967 Treaty, the phrase 
“Common Heritage of Mankind” implies that space (as also the areas of 
Antarctica and the deep sea bed) belongs to all nations, and its resources 
cannot be monopolized by any one.  It further demands that the resources 
or wealth returned from space by one nation or a group of nations should 
be redistributed to others by an international mechanism.  Small wonder 
the space faring nations refuse to sign the Treaty! Synonymous as they may 
appear to lay people, words carry weighty legal nuances. 

Could even the best law possibly stave off the “Might is Right” rule? 
Human nature being what it is, one can’t be too sure! Space has given us 
a new perspective on the universe, our solar system and our own planet. 
Could it also give us a new perspective on ourselves? 

Subsequent to the great success of 2G and 3G mobile networks and 
the fast growth of 4G, the next generation mobile networks, called 5G was 
proposed aiming to provide infinite networking capability to mobile us-
ers. 5th generation wireless communication system is the next significant 
phase of mobile communications 
standards beyond the current 4G 
standards. During the last four dec-
ades, mobile wireless technology 
has improved to a large extent sup-
porting the evolution from 1G to 
4G with various new advanced fea-
tures. There is a dramatic increase 
in the number of mobile users who 
subscribe to broadband systems 
every year. More and more people 

5G 
Next Generation Mobile Technology

Tech Line
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demand for faster Internet access on the move. The number of mobile us-
ers in India is expected to cross 1 billion by this year itself. 

Figure-1: Status of mobile phone usage in various countries
Even though, considerable progress has been seen in the evolution of 4G, 

new requirements enforced by emerging communication needs actually neces-
sitate 5G mobile network. New upcoming usage scenarios like high-resolution 
video streaming, tactile Internet, road safety, remote monitoring, and real-
time control demand new requirements related to throughput, latency, 
reliability, and robustness of the network. Promising new technologies are 
being identified to offer most power features to meet these 5G require-
ments. 

The development of 3G and 4G wireless technology was mainly aimed 
at meeting the demand for data services over the Internet. However, the 
development of 5G systems is driven by demand for higher-capacity net-
works especially from Asian countries. New communication techniques 
and data services are required to support the concepts like smart grid, 
smart homes, smart cities, e-health etc. It is very challenging to provide a 
unique wireless technology to support these applications which demand 
diverse communication requirements and energy efficient networks, along 
with existing voice and data services.

The development of 5G actually started with 4G as the base technol-
ogy. As a first step, 5G has to take up the issues like spectrum crisis and 
high energy consumption, which couldn’t be accommodated by 4G. De-
mand for high data rate and mobility required for new wireless applica-
tions is another major factor to start research on 5G. Now it is too early 
to define 5G network, which is expected to be standardised beyond 2020.  
However, it is widely agreed that compared to the 4G network, the 5G 
network should achieve 1000 times the system capacity, 10 times the spec-
tral efficiency, energy efficiency & data rate and 25 times the average cell 
throughput. The peak data rate in the range of 1Gbps to 10Gbps can be 
achieved based on the mobility rate.

The prime objective of 5G network is to connect the entire world and 
achieve seamless and pervasive communications between people to peo-
ple, people to machine and machine to machine from anywhere at any 
time through any preferred electronic form. A drastic change in the de-
sign of cellular architecture is needed to address the above challenges and 
meet the 5G system requirements. 5G aim to involve and benefit from 
many advanced technology solutions including massive dense networks, 
interference and mobility management, Internet of Things (IoT), perva-
sive and social computing, Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET), Software 
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Defined Radio (SDR), Cognitive Radio (CR), Software Defined Net-
working (SDN), Network Function Virtualisation (NFV), World Wide 
Wireless Web (WWWW), cloud computing, IPv6, and so on.

Figure-2: Evolution of Mobile Communication Standards
The architecture and operation 

of 5G would be significantly differ-
ent in comparison with the previous 
communication generations. 5G 
mobile networks need to address 
major challenges like higher capac-
ity, higher data rate, lower latency, 
massive device connectivity, reduced 
cost etc., that are not adequately ad-
dressed by 4G.

Normally, a cellular network 
consisted of a single base-station serving a large number of users. How-
ever, the architecture of today’s cellular networks is highly heterogeneous 
in nature. In these heterogeneous networks, base-stations are augmented 
with a large number of small cells like pico-cells and femto-cells, which 
act as  miniature base-stations, contributing to higher capacity and data 
rate. The 5G cellular architecture should also be a heterogeneous one, 
including higher network densification with massive deployment of 
small base stations supporting various short range Radio Access Tech-
nologies (RATs) like  Wi-Fi, Visible Light Communication (VLC), 
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO), millimeter Wave (mm-W) 
communication, device to device (D2D)communication, full duplex 
communication etc. A 5G device will able to support multiple RATs 
including machine-to-machine (M2M) communication being estab-
lished around Internet of Things (IoT).

Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) is a potential 5G solu-
tion. In C-RAN, a large number of remote small cells are randomly 
deployed and the baseband signals from them can be received and pro-
cessed at a centralized server platform. This architecture creates a super 
base station with distributed antennas supporting multiple RAN pro-
tocols, and dynamically adapting its signal processing resources based 
on the varying traffic load within its geographical coverage. By exploit-
ing the resource pooling and statistical multiplexing gain, C-RAN is 
much more efficient in both energy and cost aspects. Spectral efficiency 
and energy efficiency will substantially improve if cloud computing 
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technology is used in heterogeneous networks to realize the large-scale 
cooperative signal processing and networking functionalities. 

The massive MIMO system is a promising candidate for 5G wire-
less communication networks.MIMO systems consist of multiple anten-
nas at both the transmitter and receiver. By adding multiple antennas, 
a significant performance improvement can be obtained in terms of 
reliability, spectral efficiency, and energy efficiency. Drastically higher 
capacity can be obtained with massive MIMO systems, which uses a 
large number of antenna arrays  at the base station.

5G systems will need to provide significant improvement in cell 
capacity to keep pace with the increase in mobile data requirement in 
future. Bandwidth limitation of the currently used spectrum can be 
overcome by using the millimeter-Wave (mm-W) bands at 28 GHz, 
38 GHz, and 72 GHz. The very small wavelengths of mm-W signals 
enable to use high gain miniaturized antenna arrays. Range limitation 
of mm-W signals can be compensated by using large number of pi-
co-cells with directional antennas. Moreover, high carrier frequencies 
provide effective separation and mitigate interference between densely 
deployed small cells.

Efficient management of spectrum is another formidable challenge. 
Cognitive Radio (CR) networks support enhanced spectrum utiliza-
tion by opportunistically sharing the radio spectrum resources with 
licensed users. CR is an SDR technology, which integrates radio 
technology and networking technology to provide efficient use of 
radio spectrum and advanced user services. CR incorporates multiple 
sources of information, determines its current operating settings, and 
collaborates with other CRs in a wireless network. 

Direct Device to Device (D2D) communication enables the ex-
change of data traffic directly between user equipment without the use 
of base stations or the core network. D2D communication supports 
new usage models based on the proximity of users, including social 
networking applications, peer-to-peer content sharing, and public 
safety communications in the absence of network coverage. It provides 
increased area spectral efficiency, improved coverage, reduced power 
consumption and reduced latency.

Advanced physical layer techniques, such as higher-order modula-
tion and coding schemes increase spectral efficiency and can be com-
bined with massive MIMO to increase system capacity. To allow effi-
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cient improvement of capacity at critical locations, it is desirable that 
coverage and capacity be addressed independently. This can be realized 
through an architecture where control (C) and user data (U) planes are 
split among different cells. This allows to scale the U-plane resources to 
provide more capacity in critical 
areas without affecting the collo-
cated C-plane functionalities. This 
is actually a low cost and flexible 
deployment scheme. 

End-to-end latency is very cru-
cial to enable new real-time appli-
cations demanding quick response. 
Network architecture design as well 
as innovations in air interface, hard-
ware, protocol stacks, backbone, 
and backhaul can all support to 
meet this challenge. Supporting a large number of devices of diverse nature 
and service requirements will be another critical challenge, beyond 2020. 
Solving these challenges to meet 5G requirements in efficient manner 
could be very expensive in terms of equipment, maintenance, and op-
erations. So reducing cost towards infrastructure and deployment is 
very important to build 5G connectivity a universally available and 
affordable utility.

Fugure-3: 5G Architecture Vision
An architecture for 5G mobile network utilizing the above discussed 

technology enablers can be conceived with two logical network layers 
consisting of a radio network and a network cloud. The new genera-
tion of Radio Access Networks (RAN) envisaged for 5G needs to ef-
ficiently handle multiple layers and a variety of air interfaces in the 
access and the backhaul domains. Different types of base stations 
and Remote Radio Units performing Layer-1 and Layer-2 func-
tions constitute the radio network. The network cloud consists 
of a U-plane entity and a C-plane entity that perform higher-lay-
er functionalities. Software Defined Networking (SDN), Network 
Function Virtualization (NFV), and advanced self-organizing network 
(SON) technologies will play an important role in the implementation 
and control of the network functionalities.
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The concept of NFV is to replace dedicated hardware appliances 
for network functionality with software running on general-pur-
pose servers operated according to a cloud model. SDN is a new 
technique in which network control is decoupled from the hard-
ware and put through a software application. Here, SDN decou-
ples C- and U-planes of network devices, and provides a logi-
cally centralized network control, which facilitates transport 
network optimization. NFV and SDN will make the network 
more flexible, quick to deploy and more adaptable. The network 
topology will comprise various types of C-RAN, traditional ac-
cess nodes as well as new virtual access nodes. Implementation 
of radio network and service functions in C-RAN environments 
will simplify the mapping of SDN and NFV features to the 
RAN.

Now, intensive research and initiatives toward 5G is progress-
ing in many fronts worlds over. Mobile and wireless commu-
nications Enablers for the Twenty-twenty Information Society 
(METIS) is an integrated research program on 5G funded by the 
European Union. METIS aims at laying the foundation for the 
beyond 2020 wireless communication systems by providing the 
technical enablers needed to address the very challenging require-
ments foreseen for this time frame. It has submitted the final report 
on architecture in January, 2015, including studies on various ar-
chitecture options.

The communication network and service environment of 2020 
will be infinitely richer and more complex than that of today. It is 
expected that in 2020 the network infrastructure will be capable 
of connecting everything according to a multiplicity of application 
specific requirements: People, things, processes, computing centres, 
content, knowledge, information, goods, in a flexible, truly mobile, 
and powerful way. The future will embrace connected sensors, con-
nected vehicles, smart meters and smart home gadgets way beyond 
our current experience of tablet and smartphone connectivity. So 
it is inevitable to properly address the novel infrastructure that will 
be needed to cater for these challenging and unprecedented growth 
and performance characteristics. 

[T S Ajayghosh, 
CDAC, Trivandrum]
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India became signatory to the Agreement on Trade Related aspects 
of  Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) of the World Trade Organiza-
tion in 1995. In order to fully comply with the TRIPS provisions, India 
amended the Patents Act 1970 three times.The amendment in 1999 was 
to introduce the transitional mailbox facility from 1st January 1995 to re-
ceive and hold product patent applications in the field of pharmaceuticals, 
agriculture and chemicals till 1st January 2005. To put it a bit differently, 
the 1999 Act gives Exclusive Marketing Rights (EMRs) merely on the ba-
sis of foreign patents obtained after 1st January 1995 without any scrutiny 
on the impact on public health, morality or public interest.

 The second amendment towards TRIPS compliance was the Patent 
(Amendment) Act, 2002. A significant amendment was that of the 
extension of patent term to 20 years uniformly for all categories of in-
ventions as per Article 33 of TRIPS agreement. Prior to this amendment, 
Indian process patents lasted only for the shorter of 5 years from sealing 
or 7 years from the date of the patent while the term of all other types of 
patents (.g.:- mechanical devices) was 14 years from the date of the pat-
ent.  As required by TRIPS, India brought its laws into compliance with 
the provisions of the Paris Convention. India henceforth had to abide by 
the Convention’s national treatment principle and right of priority. In 
fact, the Patents (Amendment) Act, 2002 implemented a myriad of other 
changes intended to bring India›s patent law in accordance with the TRIPS 
Agreement including new definitions of ‹invention› and ‹inventive step› 
and new exclusion from patentable subject matter like business methods, 
algorithms and traditional knowledge.  The amendment also reversed the 
burden of proof provision involving cases of process patent infringement 
and  streamlined the compulsory licensing framework.  The 2002 amend-
ment also paved the way for patentability of micro organisms. 

The third amendment was required to meet obligations under TRIPS 
agreement and introduced product patent protection in all fields of technology. 
Thus the Patent (Amendment) Act 2005 made the Indian Patent Act fully 
compatible. 

Indian IPR Law
Current Version in Review

Law Line
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It is noteworthy that amendment of India’s laws and acts was by no 
means confined to patents.  By 1st January 2000, India had amended 
copyright law, trademark act, geographical indication of goods act, de-
signs act and semiconductor integrated circuits layout design act to be 
in line with the minimum requirements specified by the TRIPS Agree-
ment.  For plant variety protection too, a sui generis system was put in 
place through the Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers Rights 
Act in 2001. 
a. Plant Variety Protection (PVP)

 WTO member countries are obliged under TRIPS Article 27.3 
(b) to provide intellectual property protection to plant varieties. Since 
developing countries had to implement TRIPS by 2000, most countries 
have implemented Article 27.3 (b) by enacting some form of PVP law.  In-
dia on its part has adopted a PVP law that is a departure from UPOV, 
taking into account national interests and involving various stakeholders 
thereby attempting to establish a balanced sui generis system. The Indian 
legislation aims to promote the development of new varieties of plants 
and protect the rights of farmers and breeders.  The farmers are entitled to 
recognition and reward from the National Gene Fund.  The farmer may 
claim compensation from a breeder if a variety does not meet the expected 
performance. 
b. Integrated Circuits

India passed an Act in conformity with the TRIPS Agreement (Art 35 
to 38) called the Semiconductor Integrated Circuits Layout Design Act 
(SICLDA)  in the year 2000.  The Act gives recognition to layout-designs 
used in semiconductor integrated circuits as has been defined under Sec-
tion 2(h) of the Act. It protects original, inherently distinctive layout-
designs that have not been previously commercially exploited.  The Act 
makes provision for a registry to be headed by a Registrar for registration  of 
layout - designs.  Protection under the Act extends for 10 years, which is 
in tune with Article 38 (1) of the TRIPS Agreement.  The Act also al-
lows persons  to reverse engineer layout designs for the purpose of ana-
lyzing them and incorporating insights of their analysis into an original 
layout design of their own.  Such a provision is justified in accordance 
with TRIPS.  There are provisions for determining payment of royalty for 
registered layout designs in case of innocent infringement.  Penalties in 
the form of imprisonment and fine are imposed for wilful infringement. 
Thus the Indian legislation provides a comprehensive protection to the 
layout designs of semiconductor integrated circuits as recognized IP and 
bundle of rights to the proprietor of the registered layout design.
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c. Trademarks
A new statute namely the Trade Mark Act, 1999 has been enacted in 

India to bring it in conformity with Article 16 of the TRIPS Agreement. 
The Act includes protection of well known marks, certification marks and 
collective marks.  It now provides for registration of marks for services as 
well.
d. Designs

 TRIPs Agreement provides minimum standards of protection of industrial 
designs.  India has amended its national legislation to provide for these “mini-
mal” standards. The Indian Designs Act 2000 (No 16 of 2000) is compliant 
with TRIPS and has replaced the Designs Act of 1911.  The new Act has:

- enlarged the scope of definition of the term “article” and has intro-
duced other aspects in the definition of “design” to include features of 
shape, configuration, pattern, ornamentation or composition of lines or 
colours applied to any article. 

- broadened the meaning of the term “original”
- amplified the scope of “prior  publication”
 - introduced the international system of classification
- enhanced the initial period of registration from 5 to 10 years, to be 

followed by a further extension of 5 years
- revoked the period of secrecy of two years of a registered design.

e. Copyrights
The Copyright Act, 1957 has been amended to include computer 

program as literary work as required by Article 10 of the TRIPS Agree-
ment.  The Act’s amendments in 1999 aim at incorporating features mak-
ing it TRIPS compliant by encompassing neighboring rights including 
performers rights and protection of rights of broadcasting organizations. 
f. Geographical Indications

India in compliance with its obligation under TRIPS Agreement 
enacted the Geographical Indications (GI) of Goods (Registration and 
Protection) Act, 1999.  It seeks to provide for registration and better 
protection of geographical indications relating to goods.  As per the 
TRIPS requirement (Art 22), in order to be able to seek protection for 
GIs, a domestic level legislative protection must be provided.  It was in 
this context that the Act was enacted.

 [Dr Raju Narayana Swamy IAS]
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Stephen Hawking 
Communicates Through Computer

Stephen William Hawking was born on 8 January 1942 in Oxford, 
England. After school education, Stephen wanted to study Mathematics 
but pursued Physics instead since Mathematics was not a subject of spe-
cialisation at that time in Oxford University.  After completion of Uni-
versity, Stephen went to Cambridge to do research in Cosmology. On 
gaining his Ph.D. Stephen joined the Department of Applied Mathematics 
and Theoretical Physics in 1979, and held the post of Lucasian Professor of 
Mathematics from 1979 until 2009. Stephen is still an active part of Cam-
bridge University. His present title is the Dennis Stanton Avery and Sally Tsui 
Wong-Avery Director of Research at the Department of Applied Mathematics 
and Theoretical Physics. 

Stephen Hawking has worked on the basic laws which govern the universe. 
With Roger Penrose he showed that Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity 
implied space and time would have a beginning in the Big Bang and an end 
in black holes. These results indicated the necessity to unify General Relativity 
with Quantum Theory. One consequence of such a unification that he discov-
ered was that black holes should not be completely black, but rather should 
emit radiation and eventually evaporate and disappear. Another conjecture is 
that the universe has no edge or boundary in imaginary time. This would im-
ply that the way the universe began was completely determined by the laws of 
science.

Professor Hawking has authored many books. He was awarded twelve 

EKL on Magzter
We are pleased to announce our arrival at the digital news 

stand, Magzter. Anybody can subscribe EKL through magzter for 
an e-version.

Log on to www.magzter.com, register with your own user id 
and password and then you can subscribe the selected magazines 
by making online payment. There is a search option also wherein 
you can search for a magazine and have preview of it.

Science Line
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Improve your concentration.
Use reasoning and fill each row, 
column and 3 x 3 grid in bold 
borders with each of the digits 

from 1 to 9.
Solution on page 29

EKL Sudoku 101 
[Hard]

2 3 8
4 6 2

8 9 4
2 9 4

5 2 8 3
5 6 2

6 7 5
4 6 8

7 6 4

honorary degrees. He is the recipient of many awards, medals and prizes. 
He is a Fellow of the Royal Society and a Member of the US National 
Academy of Sciences. Among the popular books Stephen Hawking has 
published are his bestseller A Brief History of Time, Black Holes and Baby 
Universes and other Essays, The Universe in a Nutshell, The Grand Design, 
My Brief History, The Large Scale Structure of Space-time and 300 Years 
of Gravity. 

Stephen Hawking was diagnosed with a Motor Neuron Disease that has left 
him almost entirely paralyzed, shortly after his 21st birthday. In spite of being wheel-
chair bound and dependent on a computerised voice synthesizer for communica-
tion Stephen Hawking continues to combine family life with wives, children 
and grandchildren, and his research into theoretical physics together with an ex-
tensive programme of travel and public lectures. He still hopes to make it into 
space one day.

Since 1997, Stephen Hawking’s computer-based communication system 
has been sponsored and provided by the Intel Corporation. A tablet computer 
mounted on the arm of the wheelchair powered by fail-free batteries and con-
nected to a Speech Generating Device (SGD) assures continuous commu-
nication facility. SGDs are important for people who have limited means of 
interacting verbally, as they allow individuals to become active participants in 
communication interactions. Speech generating devices can produce electronic 
voice output by using digitized recordings of natural speech or through speech 
synthesis, which may carry less emotional information but can permit the user 
to speak novel messages. As such Professor Hawking is able to communicate 
only by using a small sensor switch which is activated by a muscle in his cheek. 
He uses this sensor to ‘type’ characters and numbers on his keyboard. This is 
made effective through a program called EZ Keys, written by Words Plus Inc. 
This provides a software keyboard on the screen. A cursor automatically scans 
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across this keyboard by row or by column. A character is selected by moving 
the cheek to stop the cursor. The cheek movement is detected by the infrared 
switch that is mounted on the spectacles. This switch is the only hardware inter-
face with the computer. EZ Keys includes a word prediction algorithm. The first 
couple of characters can accurately predict whole words from which the desired 
word can be selected. That means the time and effort Professor Hawking requires 
to type is significantly reduced, allowing for a much easier, speedier experience 
for him. When a sentence is built, it can be sent to a speech synthesizer made 
by Speech+ to be pronounced with built-in accent.

Through EZ Keys Hawking can also control the mouse in Windows. 
This allows him to operate the whole computer. He can check the email 
using the Eudora email client, surf the internet using Firefox, or write lec-
tures using Notepad. The latest computer from Intel also contains a web-
cam which he uses with Skype to keep in touch with friends. He can express a 
lot through the facial expressions to those who know him well.

Lectures are written beforehand and saved on the disk. Lecture is sent 
to the speech synthesizer a sentence at a time using the Equalizer software 
written by Words Plus. It works quite well and the lecture could be pol-
ished before it is delivered. [CGS]

World-renowned British physicist Dr Stephen Hawking is on way to 
trademark his name, joining the ranks of celebrities such as  author J.K. Rowl-

ing, and soccer star David Beckham who 
have turned their names into brands.

Dr Hawking, 73, has applied to the 
Intellectual Property Office to have his 
name formally registered, while another 
English physicist, Brian Cox, has already 
made the move.

For Dr Hawking, whose fame was 
recently boosted by the Oscar winning 

success of the film 'The Theory of Everything', the primary aim is to prevent 
others from exploiting his name with inappropriate products.

 The trademark would also allow Hawking to set up a charitable founda-
tion, possibly to support research in physics or motor neuron disease.

Stephen Hawking  
 Trademarks His Name
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Health Line

Dental  diseases have a close relationship with microbes like Strep-
tococcus mutans, Porphyromonas gingivalis  etc.  Graphene Oxide 
(GO), a derivative of graphene, plays an important role in many 
areas including biology and medicine as a promising antimicrobial 
nanomaterial.  Researchers Zisheng Tang and colleagues  from 
Ninth People’s Hospital, Shanghai Research Institute of Stomatol-
ogy, and  Shanghai Jiao Tong University, focused on the antimicro-
bial property of GO against dental pathogens  as an alternative  to 
traditional antibiotics to get rid of bacteria that cause tooth decay 
or gum disease. With the rise in antibiotic resistance, such new 
approaches are needed to address the problems, which can lead to 
tooth loss. Previous studies have demonstrated that graphene oxide 
(GO) — carbon nanosheets studded with oxygen groups — is a 
promising material in biomedical applications. It can inhibit the 
growth of some bacterial strains with minimal harm to mammalian 
cells. Tang’s team explored to see if the GO nanosheets would also stop 
the specific bacteria that cause dental diseases  and found that they 
were highly effective in inhibiting the growth of dental pathogens.  

In the lab, the researchers tested the material against three dif-
ferent species of bacteria that are linked to tooth decay and gum 
disease. By destroying the bacterial cell walls and membranes, gra-
phene oxide effectively slowed the growth of the pathogens. The 
researchers conclude that the nanosheets could have potential uses 
in dental care.

[For details: http://www.acs.org, http://en.sjtu.edu.cn/, http://
pubs.acs.org]

Fighting Gum Diseases 
Graphene Oxide is the New Tool  
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 Saccharin, the artificial sweet-
ener  and  popular sugar substi-
tute,  could potentially lead to the 
development of drugs capable of 
combating aggressive, difficult-to-
treat cancers with fewer side effects, 
researcher  Robert McKenna of  the 
Univ. of Florida says.   This com-
mon condiment, saccharin,  may 
have untapped uses, including as a 
possible lead compound to target 
aggressive cancers, he continues.

  The researchers examine how 
saccharin binds to and deactivates carbonic anhydrase IX, a protein found in 
some very aggressive cancers. It is one of many driving factors in the growth 
and spread of such cancers in the breast, lung, liver, kidney, pancreas and 
brain. Carbonic anhydrase IX helps regulate pH in and around cancer cells, 
allowing tumors to thrive and potentially metastasize to other parts of the body. 
Because of this finding, the researchers wanted to develop saccharin-based 
drug candidates that could slow the growth of these cancers and potentially 
make them less resistant to chemo or radiation therapies.  However, 
carbonic anhydrase IX is similar to other carbonic anhydrase proteins 
that our bodies need to work properly. So far, finding a substance that blocks 
carbonic anhydrase IX without affecting the other ones has been elusive. And 
that›s where saccharin—ironically, once considered a possible carcinogen—
comes in. McKenna›s team is currently testing the effects of saccharin and 
saccharin-based compounds on breast and liver cancer cells. If successful, these 
experiments could lead to animal studies and later to humans. 

[For details: American Chemical Society, http://www.acs.org/] 

Saccharin, the Artificial Sweetener
New Anti-cancer Drug?

Behind every successful man is a proud wife and a 
surprised mother-in-law.

- Hubert H. Humphrey

Health Line
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Borism Management
Innovation in Stress Mitigation?
Do not be scared of the word “borism”.  There is no such word in the 

dictionary. But slang and flippant conversation permit the use of such a 
word at times. While we all know what tourism means, we are not sure of 
the meaning of “borism”. Simply stated, it means boredom. Only to give 
it a color, rhyme and rhythm the word is used in this story. 

Executives, especially on the top rung of the ladder, are said to experi-
ence heavy stress on account of their hectic executive assignments. Their 
jobs create stress. They have no control over their jobs or stress. So they 
succumb to it initially and later go out, sometimes to far way destinations, 
in search of palliatives. Some of them undergo courses on art of living 
which is nothing new compared to what was said over 5000 years ago by 
sages of wisdom. Only difference is those holy men never charged any fee 
for parting with the knowledge. Nor did they claim any royalty for intel-
lectual property rights. The beneficiaries feel the course is effective only if it 
is organized in a five or seven star hotel with a hefty five figure fee with ten 
course lunch which may include a course taken as a supplementary diet. 

We come back to the top executives wanting to get freedom from 
stress. Before leaving the country, some of them pass on the stress to their 
subordinates who cannot get even a minute's rest and who often develop 
wry neck and peptic ulcer. The bosses go for foreign tours, sometimes 
global, to get rid of stress. Among them one category that is in the travel 
industry, also makes use of their holiday free packages to which they are 
entitled. They identify a few pleasantly looking damsels resembling models 
and working as travel executives in the front office. Where this is not done 
openly they announce a training programme for such junior staff in coun-
tries like Bangkok famous for different type of tourism to which men and 
women flock for total entertainment and relaxation. 

It is a mystery what special training they get in places like Bangkok 
which is not available in their own country. One has to use one’s common-
sense to deduce the type of extra training they get in such environment. 
But one thing is certain. The executives return fully refreshed after wash-
ing off their stress. Of course the trainees parade gadgets and gifts. They 

Management Line 
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in all earnestness recommend this technique of “borism” management to 
many others particularly their colleagues. They eulogize the employer as a 
“model employer’ which also means that he employs models. 

There is no need for anyone to feel jealous about these achievers. They 
find their way right to the top. It is the right royal way studded with rubies, 
diamonds and of course money, influence and patronage which give them 
a high place in society and often elevate them to a celebrity status. May 
their tribe increase and encomiums be showered on them? They are an as-
set to the art of “Borism Management”. 

[T Ramaswamy]
ramas_34@hotmail.com

The Ultimate Confidence
Nineteen executives of a company hired a private jet for a business 

trip. After all of them were seated, an announcement came from the cabin 
which was actually a recorded message.

“Welcome aboard. This flight is piloted by an automated software 
developed by...... Company. This is the first time we are flying a passenger 
aircraft without a human pilot. We are very happy that the executives of 
the company which developed this flight software are travelling in this 
flight.

The passengers got jittery. One by one gave some excuse and went 
out of the plane. The last person who was about to deplane, saw the 
CEO of the company calmly sitting in his seat. He asked how he is 
bold enough to make the journey.

The CEO replied, “If our company has developed this flight 
automation software, this plane will not take off”.

[Sourced by: Geethanath G]

It doesn’t really matter who you used to be,
what matters is who you’ve become.

~ Robert Tew
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Traffic Signals
To Handle Greenhouse Gases also

 Researchers of  Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Carolina 
Osorio and  Kanchana Nanduri, have come up with a method of 
combining vehicle-level data with city-level data on traffic patterns 
to produce better information than current systems provide. Existing 
systems do not assess the mix of vehicles on the road at a given time—
so they can’t predict how changes in traffic flow may affect overall fuel 
use and emissions.

All drivers frustrate sitting in traffic during rush hour, which also 
adds unnecessary greenhouse gas emissions to the atmosphere. The 
present study could lead to better ways of programming a city’s traf-
fic lights to reduce delays, improve efficiency and reduce emissions.  
They describe a method of combining vehicle-level data with less pre-
cise—but more comprehensive—city-level data on traffic patterns to 
produce better information. The algorithms thus developed allow ma-
jor transportation agencies to use high-resolution models of traffic to 
solve optimization problems. 

Existing timing determinations optimize travel times along selected 
major arteries, but are not sophisticated enough to take into account 
the complex interactions among all streets in a city. Also these  models 
do not assess the mix of vehicles on the road at a given time—so they 
can’t predict how changes in traffic flow may affect overall fuel use and 
emissions.

For their test case, Osorio and Nanduri used simulations of traffic 
in the Swiss city of Lausanne, simulating the behavior of thousands of 
vehicles with specific characteristics per day. The model even accounts 
for how driving behavior may change from day to day.  

The new solution would lead to improved travel times across the 
entire city. In addition to optimizing travel times, the new model 
incorporates specific information about fuel consumption and 
emissions for vehicles from motorcycles to buses, reflecting the actual 
mix seen in the city’s traffic. 

The team now is working on a project in Manhattan  to test the 
potential of the system for large-scale signal control. 

[For details:  http://newsoffice.mit.edu]

Tech Line 
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Looking Back at EKL
• Gac: The Super Fruit – EKL Feb. 2012

• Smart Headlights: Safe Driving Through Rain – EKL Jul. 2012

• Koomey's Law: Energy Efficiency of Computing – EKL Mar. 2013

• Emotional Eating: Is it my fault? – EKL Mar. 2013

• Cryptocurrencies: Here to Stay? – EKL Feb. 2014

Carl Djerassi, Austrian-born 
Bulgarian-American chemist, nov-
elist, and playwright best known 
for his contribution to the de-
velopment of oral contraceptive 
pills, died on  January 30, 2015, 
San Francisco, California, United 
States. Born in  Vienna, Austria 
on October 29, 1923, Djerassi was 
91 at the time of death.

Starting in the 1940s, Carl 
Djerassi  was a primary player in 
synthesizing the first commercial antihistamines, and the hormones 
cortisone and norethindrone, the latter being the chemical basis of oral 
contraceptives, earning him the nickname "The Father of the Pill."

Always seeking a new challenge, he spent the final decades of his life 
writing many successful novels, poems and plays, which have been per-
formed around the world and translated into several languages.

Carl Djerassi 
The Father of  "The Pill"
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EKL Sudoku 101
Solution

9 1 2 3 6 4 8 5 7
4 5 6 8 7 2 1 9 3
7 3 8 5 1 9 2 4 6
2 9 1 6 4 3 7 8 5
6 7 5 2 9 8 3 1 4
8 4 3 1 5 7 9 6 2
3 6 4 7 8 1 5 2 9
1 2 9 4 3 5 6 7 8
5 8 7 9 2 6 4 3 1

Quantum Teleportation
Ultra-high-speed Quantum Computers

Computing technology  has  made significant progress over the years, but its 
performance is now reaching the fundamental limit of classical physics. On the 
other hand, it has been predicted that principles of quantum mechanics will 
enable the development of ultra-secure quantum communication and ultra-
powerful quantum computers, overcoming the limit of current technologies. 
One of the most important steps in achieving this is to establish technologies 
for quantum teleportation (transferring signals of quantum bits in photons 
from a sender to a receiver at a distance). The implementation of teleportation 
on to a micro-chip is an important building block unlocking the potential for 
practical quantum technologies.

Quantum bits (qubits) are sensitive quantum versions of  0s and 1s  of pre-
sent computers and form the foundation of quantum computers. Photons are 
particles of light with a  promising way to implement excellent qubits.  Quantum 
teleportation transfers qubits from one photon to another. However, the 
conventional experimental implementation of quantum teleportation fills a 
laboratory and requires hundreds of optical instruments painstakingly aligned, 
a far cry from the scale and robustness of device required in a modern day com-
puter or handheld device.

New research at the Univ. of Bristol led by Prof. Jeremy O›Brien has 
taken those optical circuits and implemented them on to a silicon microchip 
measuring just a few millimeters   using state-of-the-art nano-fabrication 
methods. This is the first time quantum teleportation has been demonstrated 
on a silicon chip and the result has radically solved the problem of scalability. 
The team of researchers have taken a significant step closer towards their ulti-
mate goal of integrating a quantum computer into a photonic chip.

 [For details:  http://www.bristol.ac.uk]

Tech Line 
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Info Line

 Information Explosion 
The Challenge _ Part 41

“The secret of health for both mind and body is not to mourn for the  
past, nor to worry about the future, but to live the present moment  
wisely and earnestly” – Gautama Buddha 

Yoga stretching, deep breathing and body awareness exercises have prov-
en relaxation and healing effects on both the body and mind, apart from 
other health benefits including enhanced cardiovascular fitness, immunity 
and body flexibility. As pointed out earlier, inactivity and lack of mental 
exercise and stimulation can lead to the decline of higher cognitive capa-
bilities, memory and motor skills, particularly in adults. Naturally sedentary 
lifestyles can greatly amplify and further vitiate the deleterious impacts of 
chronic stress. Conversely, physical exercises have powerful antidepressant 
and healing effects on the body and mind. Taking the cue from the above, 
healing methods of yoga and simple physical exercises can be included in 
the relaxation routine to reap enhanced health benefits. Eventually, you can 
select a few from among the several basic relaxation techniques discussed so 
far, which suit you most for your routine practice. 

Practicing meditation systematically is one of the effective ways of relax-
ing and healing the mind. The word meditation carries different meanings 
in different contexts. Therefore before beginning to practice meditation, you 
should clearly understand what it is all about, should select the one 
best suited for you and the right way of practicing it. 

Meditation may be considered as a practice in which the individual trains 
the mind to pay attention selectively and deliberately. In a very broad sense 
there are two kinds of meditations. The first one, concentrative meditation, 
requires focusing attention, say for example on a specific thought, object or 
aspects of breath, at the exclusion of other external stimuli. Example: Tradi-
tional meditation in which one forcibly focuses attention on a mantra or a 
sound. Concentrative meditation is somewhat a difficult process and may 
not be as effective a relaxation procedure as certain others are, because it goes 
against the brain’s natural way of functioning. The second type of meditation 
may be called as non-directive type of meditation; also sometimes referred to 
as mind wandering meditation or open awareness meditation. ‘Nondirective 
meditation techniques are practiced with a relaxed focus of attention that 
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permits spontaneously occurring thoughts, images, sensations, memories, and 
emotions to emerge and pass freely, without any expectation that mind wan-
dering should abate [1]. It is obvious that this form of meditation is exactly 
the opposite of the concentrative type of meditation. Example: Zen sitting 
practice shikantaza. The non-directive meditation works very much in 
the same way as your mind naturally does.

Concentration and open awareness are the two extremes in the continu-
ous spectrum of the possible ways of paying attention in meditation. Most 
of the ever so many forms of meditation procedures presently available fall 
somewhere in between the concentrative and non-directive meditations, with 
each one of them having varying combinations of the concentrative and non-
directive components built into them. The variations in the way of practicing 
the meditations naturally will imply that each one them will have differing 
impacts on the mind.

The most researched form of meditation is the Transcendental 
Meditation(TM) [2]. An enormous body of research has developed studying 
TM over the last four decades that support the efficacy of this form of medita-
tion in inducing relaxation response and in contributing to the overall mental 
health. In this form of meditation, to begin with, the individual focuses at-
tention effortlessly on a sound – if the mind wanders beyond that point, it is 
allowed to do so. In between the practitioner gently and effortlessly recalls the 
attention to the original sound with which the individual started doing the 
meditation. Thus we may say that TM is a non-directive form of meditation 
with a mild concentrative component combined with the former. According 
to the proponents of TM, it harnesses the natural tendency of human mind 
to move towards greater stimulation, happiness, satisfaction and fulfilment. In 
this form of meditation, you have (your mind has) nothing to aim at, nothing 
to anticipate and nothing to imagine during the meditation process. It charms 
the mind to experience itself more fully and more profoundly. For purposes of 
illustration a somewhat similar form of meditation for inducing relaxation re-
sponse which was studied by the researchers for its efficacy, is cited in [3].The 
meditation protocol employed in the study was: ‘Subjects performed a simple 
form of Kundalini meditation in which they passively observed their breathing and 
silently repeated the phrase `sat nam’ during inhalations and `wahe guru’ during 
exhalations’. The studies carried out by the researchers of the Norwegian Uni-
versity of Science and Technology, University of Oslo and University of Syd-
ney on a specific type of non-directive meditation shows that it actually helps 
your brain process emotional experiences, leading to better stress management 
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and wellness [1]. Some of the more recent clinical and neuroscience studies 
on different forms of meditations show that meditation leads to physiologi-
cal, behavioral and cognitive changes that have potential therapeutic benefits 
which go to make meditation far beyond from being just a relaxation cum 
healing technique alone. Presently certain types of meditations are accepted as 
adjunct treatment procedures for anxiety disorders and depression. 

In recent times ‘Mindfulness’ has captured the imagination of the West-
ern world as the most popular, widely adapted, and extensively researched 
meditation procedure. Mindfulness is a class of mind training procedures 
which relax, exercise, heal and reinvigorate your mind deeply and intensely. 
‘Mindfulness meditation’ is a term sometimes used to describe certain specific 
mindfulness exercises. Modern third wave clinical psychology procedures are 
increasingly adopting mindfulness techniques for alleviating pain, anxiety 
and depression. Mindfulness has gained immense popularity among the ex-
ecutives and IT professional in technologically advanced countries as a pre-
ventive as well as a curative measure for the possible eventualities of adverse 
influences of technology applications on the mental health. The fact that 
there exist today hundreds of mindfulness training centers in Silicon Valley, 
California, USA, is testimony to its effectiveness and acceptance as a powerful 
de-stressing technique [4]. See References [5] through [8] for learning more 
about what is presented above.
[1] ‘Nondirective meditation activates default mode network and areas associated 

with memory retrieval and emotional processing’, Jian Xu  et al, 26 February 
2014, Frontiers in Human Neuroscience

[2]Transcendental Meditation, www.tm.org
[3] ‘Functional brain mapping of the relaxation response and meditation’, Sara 

W. Lazar et al, 05 March 2000, citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/
[4] ‘The Mindful Revolution’, Times Magazine, February 03, 2014
[5]Keep Calm and Stretch, Julie Schoen and Little Pearl, 2012, Little Pearl 

Publishing LLC, NV, USA
[6]Keep Calm and Breathe, Little Pearl and Julie Schoen, 2012, Little Pearl 

Publishing LLC, NV, USA
[7]Freedom from Stress, Phil Nuernberger, 1990, Himalayan international 

Institute of Yoga Science and Philosophy Publishers, PA, USA
[8]Yoga for Dummies, Larry Pane and Georg Feuerstein, 2014, John Wiley & 

Sons Inc., NJ, USA
(To be continued)
[Dr H Ganesh]
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Digital continuity is the ability to maintain the digital information of a 
creator in such a way that it will continue to be available, accessible and usable. 
Activities involved in managing digital continuity include information man-
agement, information risk assessment and managing technical environments, 
including file format conversion. Digital continuity management is important 
to organisations that have to maintain accountability, transparency and legality 
in information dissemination. Digital continuity is also an important issue for 
organisations responsible for maintaining repositories of information in digital 
form over time, such as archives and libraries. Digital continuity is more than 
preservation as it necessitates a wide range of good information management 
policies and practices. Digital preservation focuses on long term strategies and 
requirements for storing digital information in an effort to stabilize the collec-
tion of digital records, whereas digital continuity refers to the ability to make 
digital information continuously usable, as long as required. Digital informa-
tion can be considered usable when one can find it when needed, open it as 
needed, work with it in the way needed, understand what it is and what it is 
about, and trust that it is what it says it is.

The National Archives in the United Kingdom began a digital continuity 
project for public use in 2007. The project is based on a four-stage process for 
managing digital information effectively in organizations. It requires that all 
employees in the organization need to be aware of the digital continuity project 
and have an understanding of what digital continuity means for the informa-
tion they create. This step also includes assessing existing work practices in order 
to ensure that people working within the system have the potential to deliver 
continuity. Ensure that an effective records management system is in place so 
that it is understood what information needs to be kept and how it will be used 
over time, regardless of change. Another step involves a digital continuity risk 
assessment which highlights areas of concern. This may include identifying file 
formats in current use which are susceptible to obsolescence. Identifying risks 
will help mitigate potential problems. To maintain digital continuity it should 
be ensured that the organization will be able to continue to use the digital infor-
mation it produces in the future through changes in technology. This involves 
embedding the concept of digital continuity into existing business processes.

Digital Continuity
For Information Security

Tech Line
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The Digital Preservation Coalition (DPC), which concerns itself with 
digital preservation issues including digital continuity, has published re-
ports advocating the assessment of digital preservation needs in the UK, 
and has been consulted in the creation of the Digital Continuity Action 
Plan at Archives New Zealand. Other digital continuity projects are un-
derway at the Welsh Assembly Government in conjunction with the Uni-
versity of Wales, Newport and the National Library of Australia.

 At Archives New Zealand, the digital continuity project is entitled 
the Digital Continuity Action Plan. The Archives New Zealand project 
is focused on ensuring that digital information is available in the future, 
that the information remains authentic and reliable, and that the public 
has continuous access through a proactive approach to maintaining digital 
information.

It has been reported that Estonia has pioneered the use of strong digi-
tal identities for every resident, enabling them to sign and encrypt docu-
ments, access government services, and conduct e-commerce.

Its latest project, termed “digital continuity”, aims to ensure that 
even if Estonia’s government is sabotaged it will continue to function 
over the internet, providing services and enabling payments. The les-
sons will be valuable to any organisation concerned about disaster re-
covery.

In 2007 its main websites were overwhelmed with traffic from mul-
tiple sources in a distributed denial of service attack. The episode crip-
pled the country’s online banking system and came within a whisker of 
disabling emergency services. Estonia’s first dry run of digital continu-
ity, carried out in September last year in conjunction with Microsoft, 
had several elements. One was to maintain e-government services by 
using back-up computers within Estonia. If that became impossible, 
the services migrated abroad, to the cloud—networks of third-party 
computers—in this case Microsoft data centres in Dublin and Am-
sterdam. The result was broadly a success for a brief planned period, 
to run services from outside Estonia. But it also highlighted numerous 
obstacles in a draft report jointly compiled by the Estonian authorities 
and Microsoft.

 [For details: http://www.economist.com, futureproof.records.nsw.
gov.au, http://en.wikipedia.org] 
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The discovery of graphene in 
2004 by Andre Geim and Konstan-
tin Novoselov, two Russian-born 
scientists at the University of Man-
chester, earned the pair the Nobel 
Prize for Physics and knighthoods. 

Graphene is essentially a 2D, 
not a 3D, material because it is only 
one atom thick. As a result, it has 
phenomenal properties that make it 
so attractive: it is 200 times stronger than steel, harder than diamond, 
and more conductive than silicon. In non-scientific parlance, graphene 
makes electrons go all wobbly. Some of the futuristic ideas that have 
been floated for graphene have been truly awe-inspiring, such as the 
creation of a “space elevator” extending skyward to outer space.

Now a light bulb made by UK developers using  graphene  is slat-
ed  to be the first commercially viable consumer product using this 
super-strong carbon   and is going to be on sale later this year. The 
dimmable bulb contains a filament-shaped LED coated in graphene. 
It was conceived at Manchester University, where graphene, the mate-
rial, itself  was discovered. It is said to cut energy use by 10% and last 
longer owing to its conductivity.  The light bulb was developed by a 
Canadian-financed company called Graphene Lighting - one of whose 
directors is Prof Colin Bailey, deputy vice-chancellor at the University 
of Manchester. It is expected to be priced lower than some LED bulbs. 
Based on traditional light bulb design, the use of graphene allows it to 
conduct electricity and heat more effectively and efficiently.

Prof Bailey told the BBC: “The graphene light bulb will use less 
energy. We expect it to last longer. The manufacturing costs are lower 
and it uses more and more sustainable components.”

A micro-thin layer of graphene is stronger than steel and it has been 
dubbed a “wonder material” because of its potential uses.

A centre of excellence in graphene  technology, The National Gra-
phene Institute was opened at the university  on 20 March  2015 to 

Graphene Light Bulb
Wonder Lamp in the Horizon

Tech Line
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face competition from China and South Korea in the field. 
More than 35 companies from around the world have already part-

nered with Manchester university to work on graphene projects.
While it is not an easy material to produce in large quantities, a number of 

companies are attempting to manufacture it, as graphene has a large number 
of potential uses.

The tennis racquet manufacturer Head has used it in carbon fibre rac-
quets and a company is working to use it in dental bridges.

One area that graphene could revolutionise is medicine. The rise of 
nanotechnology will allow it to be used in treatments for cancer and con-
ditions such as Parkinson’s.

Graphene is also likely to transform mobile phones, cameras and wear-
able technology, as it is strong, durable and absorbs light as energy, which 
should allow for extended battery life for a range of products.

[Courtesy: The University of Manchester/National Graphene In-
stitute]

Ruppel's Griffon Vulture
Highest Flying Bird

A  large vulture, Ruppel's griffon vulture live in central 
and western Africa. Recorded as the highest flying birds, 
they fly at commercial flight heights, close to 40,000 
feet (11 km). Ruppel's griffon vultures are able to fly so 
high because of a different type of hemoglobin (protein 
in blood that carries oxygen), which allows them to use 
oxygen more effectively.  They  have an average cruising 
speed of  35.4 km or  22 mph and can stay  in the air from 
6-7 hours every day.

The current population of 30,000 is decreasing due to hunting, habitat 
destruction and other factors.   The species has been listed with an IUCN 
Red List status of "near threatened" since 2007 and the IUCN predicts 
that populations of the species will continue to decrease.  During 2012 
the species was given Endangered status. 

[Source: http://www.wisegeek.com, http://nationalzoo.si.edu, 
http://en.wikipedia.org]

Nature Line
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A Quick Look
In this column we take a quick look at some world renowned books & 

magazines and select a few noteworthy sentences, which are given under 
the title: Miscellany...The selection is based on brevity, simplicity,  style, 
information content etc.              

Next, we present pointers to certain most relevant articles appear-
ing in leading magazines like The Economist, TIME, FORTUNE, SPEC-
TRUM, Harvard Business Review, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, THE FUTURIST,  
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC etc. 

Finally, the highlights of some classic books are also included. Readers 
are also  welcome to send similar items to be included in future issues of 
EKL for the benefit of other readers. (email: eklines@gmail.com)

                                                        - Editorial Team

Art ic les

Misce l lany. . .
• The dawn of the planet of the smartphones came in January 2007, 

when Apple’s Steve Jobs, in front of a rapt audience of Apple acolytes, 
brandished a slab of  plastic, metal and silicon not much bigger than a 
Kit Kat.

• Lei Jun, a start-up wizard, founded in 2010 the  smartphone  company 
Xiaomi,  to cater to an emerging class of Chinese consumers  who 
want technology but can not yet afford top-of-the-line gear. 

• In 1977, eighty-nine countries were ruled by autocrats while today 
more than half the world’s population lives in democracies.

	Made in China?  By making things and selling them to foreigners,
 China has transformed itself - and the world economy. 

In 1990, it produced less than 3 % of global manufacturing 
output by value; its share now is a quarter.  China produces about 
80% of the world’s airconditioners, 70% of its mobile phones 
and 60% of its shoes.

Magazine: The Economist  March 14, 2015

  When will we have Robot Servants? 
 Not anytime soon, but personal robots will invade our homes, say 

within a decade.  With improved vision and manipulation skills, these 
robot helpers will perform some useful tasks for us. They will not be 
able to to cook or clean as a human but they might help us to chop 
some veggies.

Magazine: IEEE SPECTRUM   January 2015
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Books 

The End of Power 
 From Boardrooms to Battlefields and 

Churches to States, Why Being In Charge 
Isn’t What It Used to Be.

 Author: Moisés Naím 
 Publisher:  Basic Books,  2014 

Power is shifting: From West to East and North 
to South, from presidential palaces to public 
squares, from once formidable corporate behemoths to nimble startups 
and, slowly but surely, from men to women. But power is not merely 
shifting and dispersing. It is also decaying. Those in power today are more 
constrained in what they can do with it and more at risk of losing it than 
ever before. 

In this book Moisés Naìm illuminates the struggle between once-
dominant mega-players and the new micro-powers challenging them in 
every field of human endeavor. He shows how the anti-establishment 
drive of micro-powers can topple tyrants, dislodge monopolies, and open 
remarkable new opportunities, but it can also lead to chaos and paralysis.

	Stuffocation
 Living More With Less 
 Book by:  James Wallman
 Publisher:  Penguin   2015

We have more stuff than we could ever need 
– clothes we don’t wear, kit we don’t use… But 
having everything we thought we wanted isn’t 
making us happier.  It’s bad for the planet.  It’s 
cluttering up our homes.  It’s making us feel ‘stuffocated’ and stressed. 

In this book, trend forecaster James Wallman finds that a 
rising number of people are turning their backs on all-you-can-get 
consumption.  Wallman’s solution to our clutter crisis is fundamental.  
We have to focus less on possessions and more on experiences.  Rather 
than another pair of shoes, we should invest in shared experiences such 
as holidays and time with friends.  

With intriguing insights on psychology, economics and culture, 
Stuffocation is a vital manifesto for change.      
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Nature Line

Nature shows the best ways of doing many things - energy efficient, ecofri-
endly and the like. Humans have been inspired by nature since the beginning 
of time. We mimic nature to develop new technologies. For example, planes 
are an inferior (?) adaptation of birds and many drugs have their origins in 
plants. Researchers at the Department of Mechanical and Process Engineering  
of ETH Zurich have taken it a step further: in order to develop an extremely 
sensitive temperature sensor they took a close look at temperature-sensitive 
plants. However, they did not mimic the properties of the plants; instead, they 
developed a hybrid material that contains, in addition to synthetic compo-
nents, the plant cells themselves. “We let nature do the job for us,” explains 
Chiara Daraio, Professor of Mechanics and Materials.

The scientists were able to develop by far the most sensitive temperature 
sensor: an electronic module that changes its conductivity as a function of tem-
perature. “No other sensor can respond to such small temperature fluctuations 
with such large changes in conductivity. Our sensor reacts with a responsivity 
at least 100 times higher compared to the best existing sensors,” says Raffaele 
Di Giacomo, a researcher in the group.

[For details:  https://www.ethz.ch]

Cyberwood
  Temperature Sensor, Ultrasensitive

In Forthcoming Issues
• Strength Training: Advisable for Senior Citizens

• New Milestone in Automobile Fuel Economy: Japanese 
automakers inching closer  

• Emulsifiers in processed foods: Beware,  they promote  colitis, obesity 
and metabolic syndrome

• Black phosphorous: New material for improving optical 
communication

• Pens with High-tech Inks: For do-it-yourself sensors
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Songbirds Flying Nonstop 

2000+ km in 2-3 Days
 For over 50 years, scientists had 

exciting clues suggesting that a tiny, 
boreal forest songbird - blackpoll 
warbler-  departs each fall from New 
England and eastern Canada to 
migrate nonstop in a direct line over 
the Atlantic Ocean toward South 
America. Now  proof has come by.  
For the first time an international 
team of biologists from University 
of Massachusetts Amherst, the 
University of Guelph, Ontario, the 
Vermont Center for Ecostudies and 
other institutions, report «irrefutable evidence» that the birds complete a 
nonstop flight ranging from about 2,270 to 2,770 km (1,410 to 1,721 
miles)  in just two to three days, making landfall somewhere in Puerto 
Rico, Cuba and the islands known as the Greater Antilles, from there 
going on to northern Venezuela and Columbia. The study  used  solar  
geolocators which  has been used for centuries by mariners and explorers. 
The concept of geolocators is based on the fact that day length varies with 
latitude while time of solar noon varies with longitude. Measuring these 
variables, one is able to determine general position on the globe. Geoloca-
tion dataloggers or “geologgers,” take advantage of this solar principle.  

According to scientists this is one of the longest nonstop overwater 
flights ever recorded for a songbird, and finally confirms what has long 
been believed to be one of the most extraordinary migratory feats on the 
planet. 

[Fordetails: http://www.umas s edu/ ,  h t tp : / /www .migratory
connectivityproject.org] 

There is nothing stronger in the world than gentleness.
- Han Suyin
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 EKL in Transition to Digital Domain
Dear well-wishers of EKL,

W e are now living in  the  Digital Era. More and more  domains 
of activity are in th e process of  transition ing to the digital format.  
EKL is no exception ; foreseeing this change early,  we had  launched 
our digital version starting  right  from the first issue of August 2005, 
in parallel with the print edition. Already a good number of readers 
are receiving EKL in digital format every month through their email.  

All over the World ,  magazines are switching over to electronic or 
online editions, stopping the print editions  completely.

Though EKL has no immediate plan of stopping the print version, 
we would like to prepare our  readers to ultimately move to online 
edition as early as possible. The advantages are many: Cost of one  year 
subscription  for online edition is a meagre Rs 150 compared to Rs 400 for 
the print version.

 Here is an attractive proposal to our valued readers:

You  can switch over to online edition of EKL by sending a request 
to us by email or post and we will convert your print subscription to 
online within  two months. Most likely, you may not be required to 
pay any money now, as adjusting the balance amount, if available 
in your account,  may be adequate for some  months.

 email: eklines@gmail.com
 Postal address:

Manager, EKL
Knowledge House
Mathrubhumi Road, 
Trivandrum 69535
Ph: 0471 2472928

 Looking forward to hear from our valued subscribers about this proposal,

With Best Wishes
EKL Team
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The Makerspace Workbench: Tools,  
Technologies, and Techniques for Making  
Author: Adam Kemp
Publisher: Maker Media Inc.

Makerspace is a shared space with a set of shared 
tools, creating a dynamic environment for designing 
and building DIY electronic hardware, program-
ming, and manufacturing projects. This illustrated 
guide presents the benefits of having a Makerspace 
that attracts fellow makers and gives us more re-
sources to work with. The book gives clear explanations of the tools, software, 
materials, and layout needed to get started—everything from basic electronics 
to rapid prototyping technology and inexpensive 3D printers.

A Makerspace is the perfect solution for many makers today. While we 
can get a lot done in a fully-decked out shop, we’ll always have trouble making 
space for the next great tool needed. And the one thing we really miss out on 
in such a personal shop is the collaboration with other makers. A Makerspace 
provides  the best of both worlds.

Perfect for any maker, educator, or community, this book shows us how 
to organize the environment to provide a safe and fun workflow, and demon-
strates how  we can use that space to educate others.

Adam Kemp is a high school teacher who has been teaching courses in 
Energy Systems, Systems Engineering, Robotics, and Prototyping since 2005. 
He is Energy Systems Lab Director at Thomas Jefferson High School for Science 
and Technology.  

Books Scan

Table of Contents
Chapter 1: Making the Space
1.1 Choosing the Location
1.2 Designing the Space
1.3 Safety
Chapter 2: Tools
2.1 Tool Safety
2.2 Hand Tools
2.3 Power Tools
Chapter 3: Clamping, Joining, 
and Measurement
3.1 Clamps and Vises
3.2 Adhesives and Fasteners
3.3 Measurement
Chapter 4: The Electronics Work-
bench

4.1 Soldering Irons and Tip Types
4.2 Solder and Flux
4.3 Through-Hole Soldering
4.4 Surface-Mount Soldering
4.5 Desoldering and Rework
Chapter 5: Playing with Electronics
5.1 Facilitating Design
5.2 Soft Circuits
5.3 Making Circuit Boards
5.4 Working with Microcontrollers
Chapter 6: 2D Design and the Laser 
Engraver
6.1 Facilitating Design by Using 
2D CAD
6.2 Laser Fundamentals
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An Unfinished Agenda: My Life in the 
Pharmaceuticals Industry
Author: K. Anji Reddy
Publisher: Penguin    

From his birth in a village in Andhra to 
founding and running Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories, 
now one of India’s largest pharmaceutical enter-
prises, Dr. K. Anji Reddy’s journey makes for an 
inspiring story. That story is told rivetingly in his 
own words in his memoir, An Unfinished Agenda. Dr. Anji Reddy be-
came an entrepreneur at a time when India was woefully short of technol-
ogy to manufacture many basic medicines.

Then, in barely three decades, the Indian pharmaceutical industry had 
grown to the point that India not only became self sufficient in medicine 
but also a supplier of affordable generic medicines to the world. Dr. Anji 
Reddy provides a ringside view of this remarkable transformation, with 
fascinating anecdotes about those who made it happen. The history of 
modern medicine is a gripping story of triumphs and failures. An Un-
finished Agenda takes the reader on a whirlwind tour of the science of 
medicine over the last hundred years and reminds us of the stark chal-
lenges that remain.
Contents:

6.3 Machine Mechanics and Operation
Chapter 7: 3D Design and the 3D 
Printer
Chapter 8: Learning in a Makerspace
8.1 Makerspace Education

8.2 Makerspace Science
8.3 Makerspace Technology
8.4 Makerspace Engineering
8.5 Makerspace Art
8.6 Makerspace Math

1. The Moon Is the Limit
2. Stepping Stones
3. A Scientific Business
4. A Larger Canvas
5. Dr. Reddy’s Is Born
6. Growth Pangs
7. 1 Dollar = 1 Rupee
8. Luxembourg to New York
9. ‘Pill Factory to the World’
10. European Forays
11. Pot of Gold

12. Biotechnology’s New Dawn
13. Merck to Merck
14. ‘Patently Absurd’
15. India’s First
16. Graveyard of the Glitazars
17. The New Biology
18. An Unfinished Agenda
19. Giving Back
20. A New Beginning
21. Mars Is the Limit
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TIME
Special Health Double Issue
February 23 / March 2, 2015

‘Everyone wants to live longer, and science is 
starting to make that happen. But living better will 
be the real challenge - and opportunity.’

 We live in extraordinary times. And thanks 
to medical and scientific advances that even a 
generation ago would have sounded like science fiction, our lives are getting 
longer. An American born today has a projected average lifespan  20 full 
years longer than one born in 1925, and on the other side, the American 
society is growing old. And this aging society  presents challenges every bit 
as fundamental and pervasive as climate change and globalization.

Converting a world  built quite literally by and for the young into a 
world that supports and engages populations that live to 100 years and 
beyond - this is no small feat. A detailed discussion on important aspects 
related to longevity appears in this issue of TIME.
Highlights of Contents:
• How longevity changes life as we know it
• New ways to disrupt aging
• The best place to grow old
• How to keep the body young
• The anti-aging power of positive attitude
• Can brain games keep a mind young?
• Why life after President’s Oval Office is often long
• Meal plan for a longer life
• The long-lasting effect of coupledom
• Lifestyle medicine’s time has come (Dr Dean Ornish)

The measure of success is not whether you have a tough 
problem to deal with, but whether it is the same  

problem you had last year.  
- John Foster Dulles
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Forbes INDIA
April 3, 2015

Capital intensive with very long-term returns, 
shopping mall is not a business for the faint 
hearted. Beyond their glitzy facades, there was a 
struggle for financial viability, customer under-
standing and longevity. But that stage seems to 
have passed, for the most part. They’ve climbed 
the learning curve and the men have been separated from the boys.

This issue of Forbes  gives a  deep insight  into the state of the boom-
ing mall industry in India.
Highlights of Contents:
• Behind the Big Fat Indian Mall
• Why Multiplexes Need Malls more than the Other Way Round
• Rent is the Last Consideration
• Pot of Gold
• From Brick to Click
• 2015: Asia’s Power Business Women
• Lab Brat
• Dancing with Robots
• Car: Lamborghini Huracan
• From Mobile Wallet to Payment Bank?
• Will Europe Drag Down the World?
• Young, Bright and Successful
• The Backup Plan

Clarity is the most important thing. I can compare clarity to 
pruning in gardening. You know, you need to be clear.  

If you are not clear, nothing is going to happen.  
You have to be clear. Then you have to be confident about 
your vision. And after that, you just have to put a lot of work in.

- Diane von Furstenberg
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The Last Word

"Sometimes you need to be alone to reflect on life. Take time out to 
take care of yourself. You deserve it."

                        - Robert Tew
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